I Solemnly Swear That I am up to No Good
— Harry Potter

Happiness can be found even in the Darkest of times if one only remembers to turn on the Light

Working hard is important. But there is something that matters even more: Believing in Yourself.
— Harry Potter

It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to Live
— Albus Dumbledore

“It is our choices, Harry, that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.”
— Albus Dumbledore

It matters NOT what someone is born but what they grow to be

www.JenRubio.us

Jeepers Creepers Card Workshop
featuring a few favorite Harry Potter Quotes!
Start by cutting all of the layout pieces ONLY shown in the Jeepers Creepers WYW instruction guide (do NOT cut the darker-shaded card pieces labeled 4, 5, and 6!!). Then, using the scraps that are left over, you should have enough paper to cut pieces to create TWO of each card design shown here. The key is to cut each of the papers one sheet at a time (starting with Card #1 first, then Card #2, and so on). ALWAYS cut the smaller measurement first (that's how I got it to work out). Also, when you're cutting the smaller measurements first, make sure you are paying attention to which way the stripes and zig zags are going! If you keep the stripes pointing the same directions as my card samples show, you should have just enough paper to make 12 cards (2 each of 6 designs). Make sure you cut the second (duplicate piece for each card) right away from the same strip that you cut the first one, before moving on to cutting the next pieces.

In addition to 12 standard-size card bases and envelopes (item #X254), you will also need one extra sheet of Black 12x12 cardstock and some clear Sparkles (item #Z3274). You will also need some very minimal scraps of Black, Lemon, and Tangerine cardstocks to make your Cricut Artistry cuts. The only stamped and colored-in image is the sorting hat on Card #2, so unlike most of the creations I make and share on my blog, these cards require very minimal stamping!
**CARD #1**

Sentiment – cropped to 3” x 2.75” tall  
Pansy CS – 3.25” x 3”  
eyeballs B&T – 1.5” x 5.5”  
lagoon stripe B&T – 2.75” x 5.5”  
5.5” of black stripe washi tape  
Cut lightbulb using Cricut Artistry (p. 33)  
1.5 “ on Canary and Tangerine cardstocks.  
Mount lightbulb with 3-D foam tape.

**CARD #2**

Sentiment – cropped to 2.75” x 3.75” tall  
Pansy CS – 3” x 4”  
lightning bolt B&T – 4” x 5.25”  
Black cardstock – 4.25” x 5.5”  
Stamp sorting hat from “Purr-fect Halloween” set (S1608)  
with Black Memento ink on White Daisy CS scrap.  
Color with Warm Grey 4, Warm Grey 7, and Colorless Blender 0 markers, and cut it out.  
Mount sorting hat with 3-D foam tape.
CARD #3
Sentiment – cropped to 1.5” x 3” wide
Black CS – 1.75” x 3.25”
Lightning Bolt B&T – 1.5” x 5.5”
Tangerine stripe B&T – 2.75” x 5.5”
Polka Dot Zip Strip – 5.5”
   (adhere and layer on top of the stripe B&T)
Cut the glasses using Cricut Artristy (p. 22)
   1” on Black cardstock, adhere w/ fine glue pen.

CARD #4
Sentiment – cropped to 1.5” x 2.25” wide
Black CS – 1.75” x 2.5”
Zig Zag B&T – 4” x 5.25”
Lagoon stripe B&T – 2.25” x 3” and .75” x 3”
Cloud & Moon Zip Strip – 3” cut from left side
CARD #5
Sentiment – cropped to 2.5” x 3” tall
Black CS – 2.75” x 3.25”
Tangerine stripe B&T – 1.5” x 4.25”
Lagoon stripe B&T – 3” x 4.25”
Pansy CS - .75” x 3” (wrapped with stripe washi tape)
4.25” of willow washi tape
Tangerine CS heart cut w/ smallest of Hearts thin cuts

CARD #6
Sentiment – cropped to 1.5” x 3”
Black CS – 1.75” x 3.25”
Sentiment outlined w/ fine black pen (hand-drawn)
Zig Zag B&T – 4” x 5.25”
Tangerine stripe B&T - .75” x 3.5”
Tangerine CS heart cut w/ smallest of Hearts thin cuts
Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times if one only remembers to turn on the light.

Working hard is important, but there is something that matters even more: Believing in Yourself.
- Harry Potter

I solemnly swear that I am up to no good.
- Harry Potter

“It is our choices, Harry, that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.”
- Albus Dumbledore

“It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live.”
- Albus Dumbledore

It matters not what someone is born but what they grow to be.
- Albus Dumbledore